
ASSESSING RISK

“SecureWatch helped us meet us compliance 
requirements and brought a degree of objec-
tivity to our security planning process. We hope  
SecureWatch will help us further in stream-
lining our compliance and better manage our 
security investments.  For the first time, we 
are using metrics provided by this solution to 
help us manage and communicate our security 
functions”

V.P. of Security & Compliance

Our client needed to consolidate the tools it used for to conduct security assessments and 
improve risk management to meet expanding security, safety and compliance require-
ments

ABOUT CLIENT

Our customer is a U.S. based Petrochemical company. Principal exploration activities are in 
the United States, Norway, Poland, West Africa, and Iraqi Kurdistan. Principal production 
and refining activities are in the United States, the United Kingdom, Norway, and Equatorial 
Guinea. Total number of worldwide sites exceed 300.

The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) CFAT requires that all Petrochemical compa-
nies take immediate action to assess whether any facilities are using greater-than-threshold 
quantities of chemicals provided in Appendix A of the regulation. If so, the facilities must 
submit their information for review using the DHS-provided Chemical Security Assessment 
Tool. Facilities must also review purchasing practices and all material logistics and manage-
ment procedures to ensure that proper security controls and practices are in place.

• Assess and document whether any facility is a high risk facility according to the CFAT 
regulations. 
• Register facilities using the DHS Top Screening tool, gathering and documenting the
sources of necessary data; complete the DHS Web-based survey.
• Prepare a security vulnerability assessment. .
• Prepare gap analysis and use the results to develop a mitigation plan that meet the risk 
based performance standards identified in the regulations

The challenge that the customer faced was not just collecting and aggregating the data 
from numerous locations and departments, but collating the data so it can be easily put 
into the DHS tool and at the same time be used for performing a gap analysis that became 
the basis for a mitigation plan with cost-benefit analysis.

After an evaluation of the several security assessment solutions, the director and his team 
selected the SecureWatch Risk Assessment solution from RiskWatch International, because 
they felt it could provide the structured, consolidated vulnerability and risk management 
that management sought, as well as the automated comprehensive reporting it needed to 
meet the DHS requirements. Through its Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery, the Secure-
Watch combines Security threat and vulnerability assessment service with a comprehen-
sive compliance solution. For client, the SecureWatch eliminated the need for paper-based 
surveys, spreadsheets, check-lists, power point diagrams, photographs and replaced them 
with evidence-based Security Assessment tool that assists them with meeting the DHS 
requirements but also in developing a road map for evaluating risks, identifying opportu-
nities for security technology enhancements, gauging progress and illustrate how proper 
planning and adaptations to security technology can benefit the entire operation and 
create efficiencies that go beyond the security of people and assets. In addition, it provided 
the security department with C-suite ready reports identifying critical risks, compliance vs. 
non-compliance and rationale for prioritizing security investments.

CLIENT FACTS

BUSINESS NEED
Prepare a detailed security vulnerability 
assessment to meet the requirements of  
CFAT regulations 

BUSINESS SOLUTION
Security and Compliance Risk Compliance 
solution using SecureWatch by RiskWatch 
International 

BUSINESS VALUE
Objective and expert security and compliance 
audit identified gaps and provided an actionable 
roadmap for meeting CFAT compliance 
and reducing security risks
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